Showcase of ideas

Where science meets business and
ideas have impact
Partnering science for impact

Preface by Mirjam van Praag
Thank you for attending the twelfth edition of the Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award.
I am delighted to be involved as the chairman of the jury. Actually, chairing the jury of this
prestigious award has been my secret wish for several years. The prize is not only prestigious
but rewards something I deem of utmost importance: applying scientific results to benefit
society in a viable manner, for instance by starting up a firm. The prize does not only reward
innovativeness and the idea’s potential benefit (whether to society at large, at a commercial
or academic level), but also its applicability and feasibility. For all of this, entrepreneurship is
an important prerequisite.
This year 54 innovative ideas have competed for the Amsterdam Science & Innovation
Award. These ideas come from all kinds of research areas and represent a wide range of
applications, stretching from information technology, to creative industries and from medical devices to psychological domains. Ten ideas have been selected for the “Grand Finale”,
however, the prize will be awarded to only one of these.
Amsterdam innovations
A unique feature of the Award is the collaborative effort that has created it: the two Amsterdam universities (VU & UvA), the academic medical centers in Amsterdam (AMC & VUmc)
as well as the HvA have joined forces to realize this Award. Candidates are researchers and
students from these institutes as well as from Inholland, and research centers such as NKI
and Sanquin. The objective of the annual event is to reveal knowledge from Amsterdam universities and research centers and to bring innovations a step further (or closer) to society.
Where Science meets Business
The program focuses on realizing ideas. To this end, a matchmaking event is initiated with
speed dating between candidates and relevant organizations, where candidates can discuss
their ideas, new technologies and revolutionary solutions to a large number of societal problems. At the same time, businesses are introduced to the latest innovations and technologies they may use to stay ahead of competition. “Where Science meets Business” aims at
boosting collaboration between knowledge institutes and businesses. Thus, the initiative
contributes to Amsterdam’s long-term ambition to promote knowledge and innovation.
This booklet showcases a selection of the beautiful ideas that come from the universities,
colleges and research institutes. I hope that at least some of these ideas will sparkle and
boost new innovative services and products that solve relevant problems. Finally I hope you
find reading these ideas inspirational and enjoyable.
Prof. Mirjam van Praag, Chairman of the Jury,
Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2017
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Introduction

Program Science & Business Event and festive finale

We are proud to present you this booklet with a selection of the ideas that have been
submitted for the Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2017. The quality of the ideas
was very high and very diverse. In this booklet you can read about the innovative ideas and
the researchers behind them.

Science & Business Event
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam Auditorium

21 June 2017

12:00 Welcome and lunch, interview with Bram Schermers, NKI (winner 2016)
13:00 Science & Business Event

The Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award is a yearly contest for the most innovative
idea with a social and/or commercial impact arising from research. The award is open
for researchers and students of all Amsterdam knowledge and research institutes. This
resulted in a big variety of ideas, which we heartedly welcomed. We hope to welcome
more institutes each year to join us in this program.

14:30 Break until start festive finale

Finale & award ceremony
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam Auditorium
14:30 Doors open
15:00 Welcome and opening by Hans Amman, director of IXA

We are very happy with the jury of this year, a selection of professionals, all highly valued
in their own field of work. They have the hard task to select the most innovative idea of
2017. The jury members are:
Prof. Mirjam van Praag, Chairman of the jury – Professor of Entrepreneurship at University of Amsterdam and
Copenhagen Business School
Joris Tinbergen, director of Thauris
Dr. Marja Zonnevylle, General Manager Gas Processing at Shell
Mark van Vugt, Professor of Psychology at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and University of Oxford
Bram Schermers, PhD Candidate NKI-AvL and winner of 2016, NKI-AvL
Yigal Pinto, AMC, professor department of Cardiology, co-founder of ACS Biomarker
Janine Huizenga, chair of the E-Culture Advisory Committee of the Creative Industries Fund Netherlands

In the following pages you can find the finalists who will compete for this years
Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award, the High potential Award and the Audience
Award and furthermore you find a selection of all the innovative ideas that have been
submitted.

15:15 Introduction by Mirjam van Praag, Prof. Entrepreneurship at University of Amsterdam and
Copenhagen Business School, chairman of the jury
15:20 Pitches of the ten finalists:

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Monalisa Goswami | XASPect-A bench-top X-Ray Absorption Spectrometer
Marc van Dijk | MDStudio: Molecular Dynamics workflows made easy
Hidde Bekhuis | Move Metrics, Innovation in feedback
Bauke Bakker | SHHH - See How Households Hear
Margriet Pol | Development of an activity application for mood self-management (I-ACT)
Hanneke Hulst | Science of Society (S.O.S.)
Juultje Sommers | First steps to recovery. The ICU Mill: a smart, simple and safe solution
for rehabilitation in acute care

xx

Nathalie Ramona de Vent | ANDI – Advanced Neuropsychological Diagnostics
Infrastructure

xx

Kenneth Chin | Real-time intraoperative nerve identification using collimated polarized
light imaging

xx

Sytze van Stempvoort | PeelPioneers – valorization of citrus peel waste

16:30 Intermezzo: De Vrije Denkers – Patrick Donath: ‘Doing is the best way of thinking’.

We hope to inspire you with these innovative ideas!

In a passionate speech, Patrick discusses the need for action in a turbulent time in which

The award is organized by Innovation Exchange Amsterdam (IXA) the valorisation centre of
AMC, UvA, HvA, VU and VUmc. Partners of the award are City of Amsterdam, Amsterdam
Science Park, Sanquin, Rabobank, NKI-AvL, SURFsara, De Vries & Metman, Equinix and Port
of Amsterdam.

change seems to go faster and faster.
17:00 Announcement of the winners and award ceremony
17.15 Drinks

IXA.AMSIA.NL
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Finalists Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2017
On Monday, 22 May the jury, chaired by Mirjam van Praag, selected the 10 finalists for the
Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2017. The organisation received over 50 innovative
ideas from the Amsterdam universities, universities of applied sciences, academic hospitals
and research institutes. The jury had the difficult task to select ten finalists. The quality of the
ideas was very high and very diverse.
The ten finalists are:
Sytze van Stempvoort | VU
PeelPioneers – valorization of citrus peel waste
Kenneth Chin | AMC
Real-time intraoperative nerve identification using collimated polarized light imaging
Margriet Pol (Ruth Zinkstok) | HvA
The development of an activity application for mood self-management, the I-ACT
Marc van Dijk (Daan Geerke) | VU
MDStudio: Molecular Dynamics workflows made easy
Bauke Bakker (Orlando Cabanas, Roberto Pizzato, Dion Gavriilidis) | Alumni network
Medialab – HvA
SHHH – See How Households Hear
Juultje Sommers & Marike van der Schaaf | AMC
First steps to recovery. The ICU Mill: a smart, simple and safe solution for rehabilitation in
acute care
Hidde Bekhuis (Ben van Oeveren)| VU
Move Metrics, Innovation in feedback
Nathalie Ramona de Vent (Joost Agelink van Rentergem) | UvA
ANDI – Advanced Neuropsychological Diagnostics Infrastructure
Monalisa Goswami & Moniek Tromp (Pokon Ganguli) | UvA
XASPect-A bench-top X-Ray Absorption Spectrometer
Hanneke Hulst (Jeroen Geurts, Quinten van Geest, Marijn Huiskamp, Piet Bouman, Benthe
Westerik, Floor de Boer, Stella van het Klooster, Wietke Babelioswky) | VUmc
Science of Society (S.O.S.)
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Innovative ideas of the ten finalists

Ideas of the ten finalists

SHHH - See How Households Hear

Finalist

Noise Nuisance can be very frustrating, especially if you are the one who gets
frustrated. Many times, complaints about too much noise end in bad relationships between the opposing parties. In some cases restaurants or bars even had
to close down because of complaints.
This doesn’t need to be like this always. Although in the summer and in a city
like Amsterdam, where people are recreating and living right next to eachother,
it is a big challenge, it is possible to handle this complex problem with subtlety.
The SHHH opens the dialogue between neighbors, bar owners, guests and bartenders. It’s a stand-alone plug-and-play product that is placed on a table or on a
wall. It measures the sounds that’s being produced at that spot.
It is calibrated on what the neighbors can hear inside their home. When a sound
level is exceeded, the guests receive a notification about their noise production.
At the same time, the personnel inside the bar also receives a notification. They
can act accordingly. Every party in this complex problem is heared, so it will
reduce frustration and bad vibes right away!
Category: Creative Sector

Bauke Bakker (photo), Orlando Cabanas, Roberto Pizzato, Dion Gavriilidis
Alumni network Medialab Amsterdam, Hogeschool van Amsterdam
10
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The development of an activity application for
mood self-management, the I‐ACT

Finalist

The risk for relapse and the fact that being active and being involved in
meaningful occupations has positive influence on the mood of clients suffering
from depression, were the reasons to start a project aiming for the development
of an aftercare self‐help intervention. The project was started some years ago by
teachers/researchers and students of the Faculty of Health of the HvA, in narrow
collaboration with clients, occupational therapists, nurses and psychiatrists of
the ward for mood disorders of the AMC ‐ University of Amsterdam. The result
of the project is the I‐ACT: the Activity App for Mood Self Management, an intervention, based on behavioural activation therapy, that clients, treated for mood
disorders, receive when they leave hospital and is meant to prevent them from
relapse.
The I‐ACT contains about 40 “tips” that are based on interviews with clients of
the AMC. They experience that these tips activate them to daily activities and
prevent them to feel depressed and useless. A pilotstudy with 14 clients, divided
in an intervention and a control group showed promising results. That is why the
decision was made to develop an application for smartphone and tablet containing the tips for activity. The I‐ACT makes graphics of the mood and activity
patterns as well. The I‐ACT asks two times a day to answer a question about your
mood at that moment and one time every day the I‐ACT asks if you are satisfied
by the activities you have done during that day. Moreover there is a diary function to fill in special things that have had effect on your mood or activities.
Category: Medical Technology

Ruth Zinkstok, docent-onderzoeker, coördinator Verdiepings- en Afstudeerprogramma 3e/4e jaar Opleiding Ergotherapie
Margriet Pol (photo), Faculteit Gezondheid, Hogeschool van Amsterdam.
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Real‐time intraoperative nerve identification
using collimated polarized light imaging

Finalist

My name is Kenneth Chin, medical student at the University of Amsterdam.
I have started to collaborate with prof. dr. Thomas van Gulik (Experimental
Surgery) and dr. Simon Strackee (Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery) of the
Academic Medical Center Amsterdam to further expand my project in the
development of collimated polarized light imaging.
Currently there is a need for a quick and reliable intraoperative method to
identify nerves. This is a key challenge, as unnecessary intraoperative nerve
damage negatively impacts patients and has negative financial consequences for
healthcare as well.

Our solution is CPLi, which enables superficial nerve identification from a long
working distance in real‐time during surgery without the need for physical
contact and additional coloring, such as fluorescent markers.
Our working prototypes can be used as the basic design for further development
and production of a clinically approved system suitable for implementation
during surgery in any hospital.
Category: Medical Technology

Kenneth Chin, Medical Student
Department of Surgery, University of Amsterdam
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First steps to recovery: The ICU Mill: a smart,
simple and safe solution for rehabilitation in
acute care

Finalist

Recovery of walking ability is one of the most important milestones in the
rehabilitation. Critically ill patients in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) experience a
dramatic decline in walking ability resulting in longlasting dependency for daily
activities, work disability and decreased quality of life. Earlier recovery of walking
ability leads to earlier functional independence, hospital discharge and lower
(health care and societal) costs.

This unique collaboration encloses many years of experience in rehabilitation
practice, research and technologies aiming to restore and improve movement
and mobility in patients with complex care needs.

FIRST STEPS TO RECOVERY
The ICU Mill: a smart, simple and safe solution for rehabilitation in acute
care

We developed a transportable treadmill with weight bearing utility for rehabilitation at the bedside of patients in the ICU. In a proof of concept study we demonstrated that this novel technology is safe, facilitates ambulation, reduces staff
resources and is highly appreciated by severely ill patients.
Based on this, we are convinced that the transportable BWST will have important
implications for patients, hospitals and society.
We are rehabilitation professionals and researchers from the department of
rehabilitation medicine of the AMC, Motekforce Link BV, and Pontes Medical
AMC.
Category: Medical Technology

Marike van der Schaaf & Juultje Sommers
Researchers, Faculty of Movement Sciences,
Department of Rehabilitation, Academic Medical Center
16

Schematic overview of a severely ill patient walking on the ICU-Mill at the bedside in an Intensive
Care Unit
Steps to Recovery, Dept Rehabilitation AMC – M. van der Schaaf
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MDStudio: Molecular Dynamics workflows
made easy

Finalist

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations can directly aid to drug design and
development, bioengineering, understanding drug resistance, or other (bio)
molecular‐oriented R&D.
To fill the current gap that prevents wide‐spread application of MD‐based
methods in applied settings we have launched the MDStudio software initiative
with three main ideas in mind:
(i) developing a software platform to let the user focus on science, not IT
(ii) integration of MD‐based workflows
(iii) involving the community.
With MDStudio we will directly contribute to the straightforward application of
MD‐based methods in drug design and research. Furthermore, we envision that
our platform will function as a catalyst for the further development and use of
state‐of‐the‐art MD methods in academia and industry.
MDStudio development is coordinated by Daan Geerke (PI) and Marc van Dijk
(senior scientist).
Category: Life Sciences

Marc van Dijk (photo) & Daan Geerke
Researchers, Faculty of Science, Department of Chemistry
and Pharmaceutical Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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XASPect: A bench‐top X‐Ray Absorption
Spectrometer

Finalist

Imagine a machine that helps you see what everything around you is made of.
But because this machine is so expensive there only few of them in the world.
Two limitations arise‐ a big price tag and a long waiting time. One such exclusive
technique in the chemical R&D is called XAS. Each time you rent time on this
machine you spend €10,000 and wait for weeks to get feedback.
As chemists we faced the same problem and ended up building a portable
benchtop machine which does the same. Our team consists of Prof. Dr. Moniek
Tromp (inventor and technology lead), Monalisa Goswami (PhD, Chemistry and
technical sales) and Pokon Ganguli (MBA, strategist and finance lead).
Located at Amsterdam Science Park we are determined to unleash the potential
of this one‐of‐its‐kind machine.
Category: Bèta/Technical

XASPect
A bench-top X-Ray Absorption Spectrometer
Science Park, Amsterdam 1098 XH

AMSIA 2017
The Problem

The Solution

The Market

---X-Ray absorption Spectroscopy
is currently an exclusive analytical
technique because of limited
number of facilities.
--- Industry currently pays 10k €+
per sample. Waiting times for
detailed analysis are long.
--- There is a need to make this
technique accessible to accelerate
research directed towards
sustainability.

--- A bench top version of the
same machine
--- A one-time investment instead
of paying per sample. No more
waiting for results.
--- Unlimited time to perform
analysis.
--- enables researchers to study
processes in real time.

--- R&D facilities, especially in oil
and petrochemicals,
automobiles, paints and
coatings, renewables, fuel cells
etc.
---Europe spent USD 8.4 bn in
R&D in 2016. Up to 10% was
spent on analytics alone.
--- Latent demand in the SME
sector for whom this technique
was so far not accessible

Go-To-market Strategy

Key Revenue streams

--- Partner-up with instrument suppliers
and distributors (in a time-bound
manner).

--- Sales of the machines.

--- Make agreements of exclusivity so the
design remains protected.
--- Partner up with designers for more
user-friendly versions.
--- Raise money to Market ready
versions.

--- Create a unique database of references by
collecting data from all new users for even faster
problem-solving.
---Special expertise and knowledge is often needed
to solve the ‘out of the ordinary’ chemical question
at hand. Provide consult and take part in problemsolving of the R&D industry.

Meet Us!
KEY PARTNERS

Moniek Tromp, Monalisa Goswami (photo) & Pokon Ganguli
Researchers, Faculty of Science, Van ‘t Hoff Institute
for Molecular Sciences, University of Amsterdam
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Moniek Tromp (Inventor Technology Lead)
Monalisa Goswami (PhD, sales and marketing)
Pokon Ganguli (MBA, strategist and Finance lead)
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Move Metrics

Finalist

Knowledge on performance is key to prevent injuries and optimise improvement.
Across Europe, 90% of the 50 Million runners use electronic devices. These
devices provide objective data on training behaviour and running technique, but
lack personal feedback.
Move Metrics is a cloud based analytical tool to support runners to interpret
their training sessions. Feedback is based on context and personal characteristics
and enriched by peer2peer coaching and motivation. It is an intelligent analytical
engine designed to learn and adapt to the user. The ongoing collection of running
characteristics, user input and data forms an unique database that stimulates
multi-disciplinary research.
As an independent party Move Metrics brings new knowledge rapidly into
market with a specialised team, collaborations with leading universities and
companies. This platform accelerates innovation in feedback and guides runners
with clear training goals to achieve the perfect balance between training load
and performance, being motivated and prevent injuries.
Category: ICT

Ben van Oeveren & Hidde Bekhuis (photo)
Researchers, Faculty of Behavioural and
Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
22
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PeelPioneers ‐ valorization of citrus peel waste

Finalist

PeelPioneers has developed a bio‐refinery concept that turns citrus peel into
valuable resources. In the Netherlands alone 250 of million kilos of citrus peel
are wasted every year, PeelPioneers can turn this “waste” into: fragrances, fibre
and food ingredients. These resources are the basis for circular products (soap,
packaging and cleaning products).
Sytze van Stempvoort (M.Sc. student Science, Business and Innovation) founded
PeelPioneers in 2016 and together with five other peel‐fanatics, they process a
few hundred kilos of orange peel supplied from NS delivered by Van Gansewinkel
on a daily basis during March and April in Prodock.
Our ambition is to become the ‘Schillenboer’ of the 21st century and no longer
burn a wonderful resource!
Category: Bèta/Technical

Sytze van Stempvoort
Student Science, Business & Innovation
Faculty of Science, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Science of Society (S.O.S.) Survival Toolbox

Finalist

An overwhelming amount of (pseudo)scientific findings are presented to us on
a daily basis via a variety of media channels. But how can someone that is not
educated in science deal appropriately with this information? It is time to Save
Our Soules (S.O.S) and to educate our citizens reducing the gap between science
and society.
We propose to provide the S.O.S. Survival Toolbox with which we will educate
high-school students to become ´independent critical thinkers´. The S.O.S.
Survival Toolbox consists of science-related educational material, workshops and
a lecture from a renowned scientist.

Start
5

e-learning

Science
Awareness
Week

4

1

3

e-learning

2

2

e-learning

4

e-learning

1
basic

3

VMBO

expanded

HAVO

advanced
VWO

Is this true or false?

Quarterly e-learnings on science and its method will be part of the program as
well as the highlight: The Science Awareness week (SAW) with scientist giving
workshops at the schools. The program runs continuously from the first class till
the pre-exam class (minimal 3 years of education, maximal 5 years) to guarantee
long-lasting knowledge.
Category: Social Sciences and Humanities

Circle of science
School

Checklist
& certificate
Is this true
or false?
Dear future,
I am ready
Hanneke Hulst (photo), Jeroen Geurts, Quinten van Geest, Marijn Huiskamp, Piet
Bouman, Benthe Westerik, Floor de Boer, Stella van het Klooster, Wietke Babelioswky
Researchers Amsterdam Neurosciences, VU University Medical Center
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ANDI ‐ Advanced Neuropsychological
Diagnostics Infrastructure

Finalist

The Advanced Neuropsychological Diagnostics Infrastructure (ANDI) is a new
web‐based platform for the analysis of neuropsychological test results to improve
the diagnosis of brain trauma and brain diseases. Healthy control data that were
gathered for other research projects were generously donated to ANDI by fellow
neuropsychology researchers.
These donations together formed a large, “recycled” database at no additional
cost to researchers, participants or society. The ANDI norms are unlike the norms
that are commonly used, because the norm group is very large, diverse in terms
of demographic background, and contains data on many tests. All these aspects
allow application of statistical methods that have been published in recent years,
but which were not easily applicable because the required normative data were
not available. The ANDI database is accompanied by a user‐friendly website on
which clinicians can fill out test scores and analyze their patient data.
Category: Medical Technology

Nathalie Ramona de Vent (photo) & Joost Agelink van Rentergem
Researchers, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences,
Department of Psychology, University of Amsterdam
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Amsterdam Science & Innovation A

a visual, audial and tactile

breathing companion
a visual, audial and tactile
to help you relax

breathing companion
to help you relax

Respiro: a visual, audial and tactile breathing
companion to help you relax

Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2017

Amsterdam Science & Innovatio

Mandy Tjew-A-Sin
Amsterdam Science & Innovation
Award 2017
Viola Tjew-A-Sin
Mandy Tjew-A-Sin
Viola Tjew-A-Sin

In modern society, people lead increasingly rapid and emotionally stressful lives.
To meet everyday challenges, our nervous systems become accelerated: our
breathing quickens and our heart rate goes up. At the end of a demanding day,
these systems are supposed to slow down again in preparation for restful sleep.
However, many people become stuck in challenge mode, and find it difficult to
reset to a restful bodily state.
To help people reach this restful state, we designed an ambient breathing companion for the home or office environment called Respiro (latin: I breathe anew).
Respiro takes contactless measurements of bodily signals to communicate a personalized, restful breathing pattern back to the user. As Respiro takes advantage
of people’s natural tendencies to synchronize their breathing with an external
rhythm, its calming function will not require the user’s conscious effort or attention.

Fig. 1 Product features
Fig. 1 Product features

Fig. 2 Flat view sketches
Fig. 2 Flat view sketches

Respiro is part of an innovative, exciting approach to calming tech that is always
tailored to an individual’s personal bodily rhythms to maximize effectiveness. We
are looking for partners (product development agencies, research labs) who can
help us further develop Respiro in order to bring it to the market, either as a
standalone device or as an add-on to an existing product or system.

Mandy Tjew‐A‐Sin is a Ph.D. Candidate at the Clinical, Neuro and
Developmental Psychology department of the VU, and a member of
the Amsterdam Emotion Regulation Lab. She holds a dual Research
Master degree in Social and Organisational Psychology and Cognitive
Neuroscience (cum laude). Her specializations concern emotional synchrony within close relationships and the soothing effects of affectionate touch. Her ambition is to apply her knowledge to novel interventions that strengthen people’s emotional well‐being.
Viola Tjew‐A‐Sin is a user‐centered designer with a Master’s degree in
Design for Interaction at TU Delft. She specializes in concept development, interactive prototyping and user testing. By combining curiosity
and empathy with a user‐centered design approach, she aims to
create designs that allow for meaningful interactions with long‐term
enhancement of people’s daily well‐being.
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Megahertz Optical Coherence Tomography
High speed imaging is a game‐changer in optical coherence tomography imaging. It can solve both the existing motionartifact related imaging quality issues and open up new medical fields of applications.
We propose a compact integrated‐optics based parallel OCT design in which
several optical waveguides with pre‐defined length differences are used for space‐
division multiplexing. The imaging speed can easily go up to megahertz (~ few
microseconds) range.
We offer a novel, rugged,
compact, and inexpensive
tool that can be implemented not only in OCT
systems but also other
optical imaging techniques.

1. Preliminary results
In this work, an integrated-optics based parallel OCT design is presented. The design consists
of several waveguides with certain length differences that are combined with wavelengthindependent couplers (i.e. multi-mode interference, MMI) for space-division multiplexing.
Electrodes will be placed on each beam path in order to separate desired signal from unwanted
reflections at the optical surfaces or tissue. The imaging speed will be improved by the number
of the beam paths used. In addition to fast imaging, the proposed design will be very compact
which makes it very suitable to be used in endoscopic probes. The proof-of-concept of this idea
is successfully demonstrated on a device that consists of 2 times 4 parallel OCT channels with a
certain optical delay increment between each.
The design was made in TriPleX technology platform. The waveguide geometry is a single
strip Si3N4 of 50 nm height and 3.4 μm width. The top and bottom SiO2 cladding layers are 8
μm thick. Waveguides operate in single mode at 1550 nm wavelength and have a minimum
bending loss for TE polarization.
The chip consists of 2 times 4 parallel OCT channels that are realized with a total of 6 Ycouplers. Each individual OCT channel has an optical path length delay with respect to the other
channels, such that they can all be measured simultaneously in one single measurement. The
chip layout is shown in Fig. 1(a).

(a)

Toenie
Sometimes women are having their menstrual period and see this as a sign that
they are not pregnant. They are taking a urine test which gives a negative result.
Yet it happens that women are pregnant and still having a menstrual period. For
absolute certainty they have to apply for a (costly and time‐consuming) blood
test at the doctor (sometimes after insisting on it several times).
Toenie: A combination of a sanitary napkin and a pregnancy test which has the
ability to identify if you are pregnant based on menstrual blood, will solve this
problem.
Lastly I can offer organisations :awareness, knowledge and a niche/strategy.

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Layout of the parallel OCT sample arm chip with 8 parallel channels. (b) A-lines for
the first 4 OCT channels of the parallel chip. The measured delay lines are 2.22 mm, 4.62 mm,
7.27 mm.

For the purpose of characterizing the chip, 4 channels were sequentially measured by
translating the lens from channel #1 to channel #4. In principle, with the choice of an
appropriate imaging lens, all 8 channels can be measured in parallel. Figure 2 (b) shows plots
composed of 4 sequentially measured OCT channels. During the measurement, the position of
the sample and reference arm mirrors was not changed. The optical path length difference
shown in Fig. 3(b) is created by the on-chip length difference. The measured delays lines are
2.22 mm, 4.62 mm, 7.27 mm, which are in good agreement with the designed delay lines of
2.5 mm, 5.0 mm, and 7.5 mm. Due to the material refractive index mismatch between the
sample arm (TriPleX) and the reference arm the width of the signal corresponding to the
position of the mirror is broadened. To return the signal to its bandwidth limited width we
applied dispersion compensation based on a numerical algorithm.
2. More compact design for endoscopy applications
An illustration of the sample arm configuration with the multi-beam imaging design using
curved waveguides in combination with branches is shown in Fig. 2. This design has a smaller
device size which makes it compatible for endoscopy applications. Input light will be divided
*imran.akca@gmail.com; phone +31 623 34 7271
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Imran Avci is a Veni laureate at the AMC, Department of Biomedical Engineering and
Physics, University of Amsterdam since February 2016.
Nicolas M. Weiss got his PhD on OCT imaging from the AMC in 2016.
Frank A. W. Coumans is also a Veni laureate at the AMC.
Ton G. van Leeuwen is the head of the Biomedical Engineering and Physics department at
the AMC.

Stannise Irmana Renfurm, Student
Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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XR4Y, bringing innovation out of the hospital
and providing people with real time advice on
injuries
Injuries happen all the time, at sport clubs, retirement homes or at home. On top
of being hurt there is often a risk of a possible bone fracture. Since it is hard, if not
impossible, to tell whether something is broken or not without x‐ray technology,
people often need to go to the hospital and find out. This puts a strain on the
first aid department of hospitals but is also very time consuming for the person
in question.
Logo

To help both people with injuries and hospitals, we, XR4Y (X‐Ray for you), will prevent a
large portion of these injured people from
having to go to the hospital. We will provide
companies with the opportunity to offer
X‐Ray technology on site by selling X‐Ray modules to companies and institutes and provide
advice directly through online services.

Process flow of use XR4Y module

This idea is providing the increasing demand
of healthcare on the spot and also the increasing urge to become more independent
and taking control of ones own health. The
overcrowded hospitals will also see a lightened burden from their first aid department.
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Joran Angevaare and Wesley Poland, physics students at the Faculty of Science of the
University of Amsterdam. We feel the urge to use our broad physics knowledge in
society to solve problems and to bring innovation to a wider audience.
We are studentpreneurs with a mission/vision!

Tailor-made pessaries
The idea is to develop (a method to produce) Tailor‐Made Pessaries (TMP) for
women with Pelvic Organ Prolapse (POP). POP is a bothersome condition that
occurs in more than half of adult women above the age of forty. The most common and bothersome symptoms of POP are a feeling of pelvic pressure (something is falling out of the vagina), low backache, painful intercourse or inability
to have intercourse, urinary problems such as involuntary release of urine or a
frequent or urgent need to urinate and problems with bowel movements such
as constipation.
These symptoms of POP can have a great negative impact on womens social,
physical and psychological well‐being. Pessary therapy in the standard care consists of pessaries which are available in different shapes and sizes. The shapes
From mass-produced pessaries
are often simple and symmetric and do not take the complex shape of the
female pelvic bottom into account.
From mass-produced pessaries
Therefore, it is not always possible to
find a fitting pessary for women with
POP and Tailor-made Pessaries would
be a solution to this problem.

to tailor-made pessaries

to tailor-made pessaries

Hein Daanen, Annelies Pool, Micha Paalman,
Mirjam Weemhof, Jurgen Futterer, Bart Beulen, Kim Notten
Researchers, Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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A tool to tailor care for type 2 diabetes
Societal challenge
Type 2 diabetes is a global epidemic and increases the risk of cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality, bearing a large impact on quality of life and high economic burden. Current diabetes care is based on a more or less one‐sizefits‐all
approach, ignoring the differences between persons in cardiovascular risk.

The presence of pathogens in the bloodstream can cause the onset of sepsis or
even septic shock due to the patient’s own immune response. One of the mechanisms to protect the host from such blood‐borne infections is immune adherence
clearance (IAC), the process by which pathogens are bound by red blood cells (RBC)
and transported to the liver and spleen where they are engulfed by macrophages.

With the growing prevalence
of diabetes, a huge health care
problem arises.

Furthermore, we found that these RBC‐pathogen complexes can be specifically
depleted by a commonly used filter, which provides a novel generic therapy for
patients suffering from sepsis. We foresee that the use of a so‐called apheresis
device, which separates one particular constituent of blood and returns the remainder to the circulation, can be used to treat septic patients. Of importance,
we have constructed a prototype of such an apheresis device which is indeed
effective in depleting red blood cellpathogen complexes from blood.

Suggested solution
A tailored treatment approach
based on an accurate assessment of patients, risk of future
complications based on patients, personal risk profile and
identification of the most optimal treatment strategy.

A tool to tailor care for type 2 diabetes mellitus

Figure 1. Steps to tailored medicine
Making efficient use of all available information, persons with type 2 diabetes at higher and
lower risk of complications can be identified. More detailed information will lead to smaller
subgroups of persons based on their cardiovascular risk, with the ultimate goal to identify
the best treatment for each individual with type 2 diabetes.

Immunology
Treatment of sepsis through depletion of
red blood cell/pathogen complexes.

Figure 2. Transition from usual care to tailored care
Based on persons’ risk of developing a complication, an appropriate monitoring interval can
be determined. In patients at low risk for a complication, monitoring between the annual
assessments may be omitted, while in patients at higher risk for a complication, monitoring
of risk factors can be performed more frequently, allowing for additional measurements and
timely medical intervention

Amber van der Heijden is a postdoctoral researcher at the
Amsterdam Public Health (EMGO) intitute, VU University
Medical Center.
She has a focus on the use of advanced statistical methods
to facilitate a more costeffective care for persons with type
2 diabetes. She has expertise in longitudinal data analysis
and prediction and simulation modelling techniques.
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Treatment of sepsis 2.0

Michiel Blankenvoorde, PhD Business Development Manager
Robin van Bruggen, Group Leader Red Blood Cell Research, Department of Blood Cell Research

Robin van Bruggen, Researcher, Sanquin
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ACTIN: A platform for safe dental care
Most people in the Netherlands pay a regular visit to the dental health
professional, such as dentists and oral hygienists. During such visits there is
substantial contact between the dentist, instruments, surroundings and the
patient, with potential exchange of possible pathogens. To prevent transfer of
pathogens, dental health professionals have to adhere to guidelines concerning
infection control in the dental practice. Many dental health professionals find it
challenging to translate these guidelines into working protocols appropriate for
their practice.

The product is a hydrophobic cotton‐based bandage, which improves on the existing medical gauze products through chemical modification (with natural products) of the cellulose fibres. Initial tests on the prototype confirm the hydrophobicity (blood and water do not stick to the bandages) of the functionalised gauzes.
The application of this product will be towards medical treatment of patients
with medium to large sized open wounds, burn victims and for patients in areas
in which the risk of waterborne infections
are high.

At present, they do not have a place to go where they can obtain reliable,
evidence‐based information, leading to missed opportunities to improve the
safety of the offered oral health care.

The technology has potential to reduce
the chances of infection and unnecessary
scarring. Industrial production of our gauzes would involve only a single additional
(low‐cost) step to the current gauze production processes that would significantly
enhance the properties of the cellulose
material towards the wound treatment.

We are developing the ‘ACTa INfectie preventie platform’ (ACTIN), consisting of
several tools to assist dental health professionals to implement the infection
control guidelines. Moreover, the platform provides the urgently needed link
between academia, dental health professionals and dental industry.

Catherine Volgenant, Prof. dr. W. Crielaard, Dr. A.M.G.A. Laheij,
Dr. I.F. Persoon, Dr. J.J. de Soet, Researchers,
Department Preventive Dentistry, ACTA
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HPBandage

Tomislav Suhina, Benjamin Strudwick, Researchers
Faculty of Science, Van ‘t Hoff Institute for Molecular Sciences, University of Amsterdam
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Toothbrush Robot
In the western society almost everyone visits a dental care provider every now
and then. Despite developments in preventive strategies dental disease still has a
very high prevalence. Although cavities can be drilled and filled, only few people
manage to remain caries free while sufficient oral hygiene should be enough to
age oral health.
The tools for sufficient oral hygiene
are available however we tend not
to use them properly. When ruling
out the individuals dexterity and
technique by introducing a toothbrush robot it should not be that
difficult to perform optimal oral
hygiene.

Ideas in Medical Technology

Smart Ambulant Monitoring of Pain
Pain in vulnerable patients is often not recognized, as pain diagnosis depends
heavily on self‐report and attentive caregivers who need to have intensive
knowledge of the normal (baseline) behavior of the patient. Unfortunately,
neither are usually the cases in nursing homes. The patient is often unable to
communicate adequately and the nursing staff typically has high turnover
rates. Creating a multimodal toolkit using wearable biosensors such as smartwatches and ambulant EEG devices, combined with smart software algorithms
into a mobile toolkit that can be accessed through an app, we aim to overcome
this problem.
My colleagues and I have extensive experience in applying biosensors in
geriatric research, developing novel assessment techniques including the
needed software, and of course, a lively network within the geriatric clinical
research community. A company interested in this idea can co‐develop the
toolkit, from the proof‐of‐concept phase until we enter the market.

Fruitful collaboration in developing the toothbrush robot leads to
a promising medical device bringing oral health to the next level.
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Martijn Rosema, dental hygienist at the department Periodontics and Oral Biochemistry
of Academic Center for Dentistry Amsterdam (ACTA). In 2015 I defended my PhD thesis:
Toothbrushing Efficacy which provided a solid base for the development of a toothbrush
robot.

Roxane Weijenberg, Researcher, Department Oral Kinesiology,
Academic Center for Dentistry Amsterdam (ACTA)
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Blue and dimlight treatment to prevent
delirium in the ICU: a novel approach using
wearable chronotherapeutics
More than 50% of patients undergoing surgery experience delirium post‐operatively. Delirium is an acute change in cognition, consciousness and perception
and results in anxiety and stress for the patients and caretakers, while leading to
poorer clinical outcome and higher medical cost. Currently, there is no effective
prevention or treatment. A major factor causing delirium is the ICU environment,
that disrupts normal sleep and wake during the recovery period.
The team neuropsychiatry together with liaison psychiatry and the intensive care
proposes to use a novel wearable device using chronotherapeutics restructuring
day and night This will lead to a novel non‐medicated and side‐effect free intervention with important societal, clinical and economic benefits.

Innovative ideas in ICT
Invaluable Diary
If we had asked people anywhere on earth what they really considered as the
most important thing, they would have said the health and happiness of children.
Sadly the clinical studies with children are very hard and expensive task because
it requires constant monitoring and usually are run on small scale.
Currently we are living in digital word and era of booming of machine learning
algorithms which are very powerful for analysis and prediction but they require
substantial amount of data. On other hand, young parents tend to document
everything about the first years of parenthood. There is a need in reliable, highly
protected and usable platform to store such great memories.
We are developing platform for storing children diaries and at the same time
young parents can contribute to the medical studies by sharing the collected
data. Such unique combination can give a start to new era of medical research
which is based on high volumes of data.
Invaluable Diary
Storage

Datasets

Family

Researchers

Feedback

Diary

New treatment methods
and medicines
Scientific
Papers

Clipart ©by Yannick Lung, Anna Litviniuk, CustomIconDesign

Ysbrand van der Werf, Researcher, Amsterdam Neurosciences
VU University Medical Center
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Julia Kiseleva, Vadim Denisov
Researchers, Faculty of Science, University of Amsterdam
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Someone for Everyone: Developing an
evidence‐based dating app for people with
intellectual and developmental disabilities
People with an intellectual and developmental disability (IDD) are more
likely to experience social isolation and loneliness and tend to have smaller social
networks. Finding a partner who loves them is as important for people with an
IDD, as for their non‐disabled counterparts. The proposed dating app Vlinders
provides a safe platform for people with an IDD to successfully find a romantic
partner. The goal is to close the digital divide and increase the social capital of
people with an IDD.

U-Conext
More and more researchers are working together, not only with other researchers from their own organization, but also with researchers and colleagues from
other organizations or businesses. Frequently researches want to share a common set of (on‐line) tools to work with. Also, more and more organizations are
collaborating and face the need of giving staff or students from another organization access to (on‐line) tools of their own organization.
The concept of U‐Conext provides users with a set of tools, with which the user
can create a group of users, and connect the group to a set of shared tools. This
provides the user with a maximum of flexibility to set up a shared research or
collaboration environment with a minimum of administrative handling.

Vlinders

The research team ‐ Dr. Sindy Sumter, Dr. Saar Mollen (University of Amsterdam)
and Dr. Dilana Schaafsma (Fontys HogeschoolSafe
Eindhoven)Match
‐ is passionate
about
For all
empowering people with an IDD through technology, and is determined to make
this project a success. To reach this goal we are looking for socially responsible
corporations, and funds that are interested in this innovative tool that enhances
inclusion and participation of this group in society.
Sign‐up authorized through
(residential) institutions

Vlinders

Vlinders
Safe

Match

For all

Based on relational goals,
location and interests people are
matched through

Vlinders

Minimal Viable Product
The main focus in the MVP testing and development
phase will be on the application’s chat function. To
enable successful contact it is crucial to tailor to the
social and communicative barriers experienced by
people with an IDD.
We will test pre-programmed questions as a
potential chat feature of Vlinders.

Included features reduce
social and communicative
barriers through

Vlinders

Which question
would you like
to ask Eline?

What is your
favorite movie?
Which foods do
you like?
Do you like
sports?

Sign‐up authorized through
(residential) institutions

Vlinders

Based on relational goals,
location and interests people are
matched through

Vlinders

Minimal Viable Product
The main focus in the MVP testing and development
phase will be on the application’s chat function. To
enable successful contact it is crucial to tailor to the
social and communicative barriers experienced by
people with an IDD.

Included features reduce
social and communicative
barriers through

Vlinders

Which question
would you like
to ask Eline?

Saar Mollen, Sindy Sumter,
Dilana Schaafsma, Researchers
Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences,
University of Amsterdam
We will test pre-programmed questions as a
potential chat feature of Vlinders.

What is your
favorite movie?

Which foods do
you like?
Do you like
sports?
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Sijo Dijkstra, ICT support, University of Amsterdam
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Online Quality Awareness
Online, we can find a multitude of information that is potentially extremely
useful to a variety of stakeholders. At the same time, users do often struggle to
understand the real quality of the information they encounter online: this is
because of the volume, heterogeneity, and speed of online information, and this
is also because of the complexity of the quality assessment task.
In fact, information quality assessment is a multifaceted task including various
aspects like the assessment of accuracy, completeness, and precision.
We propose to tackle this issue by leveraging a combination of crowd and
nichesourcing, NLP, provenance analysis and machine learning to construct a
quality assessment service that aims at extensively assess the quality of online
resources in a personalized manner.

Davide Ceolin, Lora Aroyo, Julia Noordegraaf,
Researchers, Faculty of Science, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Automated jet engine inspection
Aiir Innovations develops intelligent software that automatically detects damages during jet engine inspections. The software is trained on numerous examples
and always keeps learning. It can be regarded as the ultimate student: it is fast,
consistent, doesn’t get tired and always learns.
Helping speed up visual inspections drastically! Our team consists of an Assistant
Professor in Computer Vision and five Artificial Intelligence and Computer Vision
graduates. With our expertise in Computer Vision, Artificial Intelligence and Big
Data, we can solve the most challenging tasks!

Cassandra Loor, Steve Nowee, Bart Vredebregt, Miriam Huijser, Fritjof Buettner,
Faculty of Science, University of Amsterdam
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Findest: the R&D assistant
During Science, Business & Innovation (VU) we learned about the technology
transfer gap. The goal of Findest is to help the Netherlands close this gap at companies and become the most innovative country in the world. Then, the Findest
R&D‐assistant will grow internationally and aims at enabling 10.000 innovations
before 2027.
During interviews with over a hundred Dutch R&D‐companies we learned that
the current R&D‐search process is very traditional. Talking to colleagues, talking
to suppliers, visiting conferences, reading some scientific articles and briefly using
search engines. Natural Language Processing techniques and other Artificial Intelligence concepts provide great opportunity to speed up the technology search
and validation process.

how

Findest
Why

what

Science to business for innovation

R&D assistant

In the previous jobs of the Findest owners as nanotechnology consultants they

Findest is building an online R &D assistant that is able to cover the search

spend up till 30% of their time reading and finding information about

activities for R&D, innovation and technological devel opments. To do so

technologies for clients. After a market study in over a hundred companies it

Findest uniquely integrates the engi neering design principles with artificial and

Worldwide k nowledge is stored in scientific papers,

was found that technology scouting and exploration for both R&D and

huma n intelligence. T he software allows R&D to organize and understand the

patents and millions of websites. Knowledge c oming from

innovation is happening in a traditional fashion, taking a lot of skill and time.

search question given by the user. T he algorithm uses this information to get
technological concepts while taking into account the requirements the ideal

the brightest and t he brilliant. Fi ndest believes that this
worldwide knowledge can enable real change. Solving the

Artificial intelligence, data availa bility and computing power enabl es the

most critical questions of companies and problems of the

development of new software. Software that is able to automate time

future. Findest

consuming tasks

like scientif ic search, pa tent search,

solution might have.

exploring

Currently Findest is developi ng the semi-automated software that is already

challenges. T herefore, Findest have set a challengi ng goal

technological con cepts, requirement generation and requirement

able to explore technologi es from scientific articles in Nanotechnology,

to enable the realization of 10.000 innovations before

testing. Allowing to increase the innovation output of companies.

materials and semiconductors. Co ntact u s if you would like to explore

wants to contribute to solve these

science for your technical challenges!

2027.

About the company
What Do we offer when?

Testing and
demonstrating
with users

Founded: T he start of 2017

2017

Contributed to the
realization of 10.000
innovations through Findest

Launch of semiautomated R&D
assistant

2018

2019

2020

2027

Location: Amsterdam
Personnel: 2fte, Roel Boekel & Vincent Franken
Website: www.findest.eu

The Findest R&D‐assistant copies the Human Intelligent steps Roel and Vincent
obtained during their studies and at their previous job as nanotechnology consultants. By transferring the science based AI‐opportunities for technical innovation we will together start multiplying the transfer of all other science fields for
R&D and innovation.

Contact: +31(0)611246514

Start development
of SaaS R&D
assistant

R&D assistant
opens for first 3
users

Launch of completely
automated R&D
assistant

Roel Boekel, Vincent Franken, Demolab,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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‘Eror proof’‐ big data statistical consulting focused on data veracity
The emergence of big data has substantially changed the way businesses operate
as it enabled them to rely more heavily on data‐driven decisions.
However, while a lot of attention has been devoted to big data analysis not
enough has been done to assure big data veracity. This is a topic of extremely
high importance, as erroneous input data, regardless of the accuracy of the model, will result in biased and, thus, incorrect estimates and predictions.
Therefore, I propose setting up a specialized statistical consultancy consisting of
Official Statistics experts and academics whose work focuses on data quality and
reliability and who will train and advise data scientists on data veracity.
Having worked on the topic of measurement and linkage error in Official Statistics
for almost two years as a part of my PhD, I believe I have the right expertise, skills
and professional network to set up such a consultancy.

Ebb ‐ An app for people with intellectual and
communication disabilities
People
with
intellectual
disabilities
often are no (good) readers and writers.
Their talent often does not lay in handling the written text, the spoken
language, memorizing. We know that people with intellectual disabilities have a
story and an vision to share. We value their opinion and want them to participate
but we lack easy to use and attractive tools to support the communication, dialogue,
reflection and this participation.
Sofie Sergeant created in recent years picture books along with artist Saar The
Buysere: Dingske, now and in the future (in Publisher Guarantor) and Behind the
mourning (for publisher Witsand). We know from experience and literature that
material supports the dialogue structures, deepened, broadened, is more relaxed
and thus facilitates. She has explored in recent years in drawing labs where she
has collected lots of drawings. People have drawn in these labs on quality of life,
a good life. Thus, there is a lot of material.
In the support of people with intellectual and communication disabilities, the
focus of care and supportive services shifts towards coaching and more regular
participation in various activities in all areas of society. People with disabilities
are challenged towards participation (UN CRPD). To this end, people have to be
equipped and to support this participation they need to be equipped by tools
that are non‐stigmatizing and easy‐to‐use.
We create an app that supports people with intellectual and communication
disabilities in memorizing, in reflection and communication.
We create an nice‐looking app for them, to help them make
contact, participate and engage in dialogue and in making
decisions.

Paulina Pankowska, PhD, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Sofie Sergeant, Researcher, Disability Studies Nederland
VU University Medical Center
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Zazu – an artificially intelligent person
assistant that schedules meetings for you
Professionals are wasting over 120 hours a year on scheduling meetings. That’s
over two hours a week! Two hours, which you could have better spent on your
core activities.
Zazu offers an artificially intelligent
personal assistant that schedules
meetings through e-mail. You simply, cc Zazu into any e-mail conversation and then the meeting scheduling will be done automatically for
you. No more back and forth, no
more checking calendars and changing times. Zazu will e-mail and negotiate about date, time and location
for you. All that is left for you is to
attend the meeting.
Behind Zazu is a multidisciplinary
team of three. Jesse Grift studied the bachelor of commerce and
is a board member of a student board where he single-handedly schedules
meetings with external relations and recognises the pain of manually scheduling
meetings personally. Megan van Doorn is specialised in management, communications, marketing and customer relations. She has worked for a online agency
and has written blogs with 100.000+ viewers. Tony Nguyen is a graduate Artificial
Intelligent at the University of Amsterdam
and is specialised in natural language processing, natural language understanding,
Cloud computing, Big data and Deep
learning.
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Tony Nguyen, Jesse Grift, Megan van Doorn, Students,
Faculty of Science, University of Amsterdam

LINKUP
Individuals with mental disability face stiff challenges to employment on account
discriminating employer attitudes and misconceptions about their illness. Unemployment condemns them to a life of poverty and dependency on their families
and government benefits which is sometimes not available. However, creating
a platform that links skilled persons with mental disability to employers has the
potentials to improve the rates of employment among persons with mental
disability.
Linkup is a mobile app designed to connect the mentally disabled to employment
opportunities.

Ikenna is a public health physician and a Ph.D. candidate at
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and currently conducting research
on identifying what works in employment for persons with mental
disability in East Africa.
Obichi is a co‐founder of Diabuddy a mobile application for
management of diabetes. He is a public health physician and has
MBA in Innovation and Entrepreneurship from Tel Aviv University,
Israel and George Washington University, USA.
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Text‐to‐SQL, Data and Web Forms Application
(TDF)
TDF takes comma separated text files, Excel or SPSS files as input and produces
a complete database application,including its web interface.
This application is capable of converting excel sheets, outputs of several (medical) equipment, outputs of researches etc. into a database, creates a web interface to edit, add new data or query this database and has an import module to
update the database form source files, at a later stage if necessary.

The web interface consists of 3 pages per table: one for insert/update/delete,
one for listing and one for building and executing queries. The web pages use
SQL injection proof code to prevent malicious use. This application helps users
to eliminate tedious steps of database and web interface creation and data
importing tasks. The resulting products can be manually fine‐tuned for business
requirements.

The database generated by this application consists of one main table, zero or
more child tables and zero or more foreign table definitions. The data to populate the database, the field types (numeric, date, character, etc.) and determination of foreign table(s) is based on the source input file and determined automatically, as well as date conversions according to country settings.

The application can also be used to create or import large data but it is not
meant to create databases of large scale, such as an airline reservation
system or electronic patient database. The most important advantage of this
tool over other clinical trial tools is that it lets users to build dynamic queries
without having to know SQL and query their databases and download the
results of only the desired records. This facility lacks in most of the clinical trial
tools; where the users may enter/import their data but they can’t query them
‐mostly dumping the data in excel is the only option of getting their data out.
Another advantage is that the users are the fully owners of their data in a technically proven environment, which is the database management system of their
choice. Furthermore the database produced by this app is much simpler compared to most clinical trial databases because it is custom made and contains
only the necessary data fields.

Cuneyt Parlayan, Software Engineer,
Amsterdam Public Health (EMGO) institute, VU University Medical Center
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Smart Home Care Platform
With the advancement of technology and connected devices, home automation
has become increasingly popular. A smart home can lead to a more comfortable
and enjoyable stay in your own house, being less dependent on other people.
Especially home automation for the elderly and disabled can provide increased
quality of life for those who might require caregivers or institutional care. We
envision a platform called “Smart Home Care Platform” (SHCP) that can be used
to easily build applications for creating a smart home.
On combining various smart home based devices such as smartphones, smartwatches and beacons we can build interesting applications in the context of a
smart home that would help improve quality of life.

Roshan Bharat Das, is a PhD student at from the Faculty
of Science at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam working in the
Computer Systems group. With the “SHCP” platform he envisions to help companies to easily build various interesting
applications that can help the society (especially elderly
care).
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Innovative ideas in the social
sciences and humanities
Interclass
The current school methods are not in line with the technological innovations
and are definitely not in line with the students needs. This problem can be
solved to offer Interclass to students, so that next to their own mandatory school
materials, they can profit from an e‐learning platform. With Interclass there is a
huge social impact for the students.
They can experience a new way of learning that stimulates the multiple
talents of the students. It is a fun way of learning that can make studying much
easier. Higher grades can result in better jobs and colleges opportunities,
better results of Dutch high schools and
Universities. In this way our Dutch
knowledge economy will rise again.

Anna van Thiel & Yasemin Demirtas, Students
Faculty of Humanities, University of Amsterdam
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Metabotnik - The Digital Museum re-invented
A dark glass surface with thousands of softly glowing images ‐ touch an image
and it will come to you as if it was a fish in a pond and your finger a slice of bread.
Now you can look at the smallest details, read captions that may be af few words
or a few hundred or even a few thousand if you are inclined to read them.
Metabotnik presents a new way to look at visual information. It presents an interesting way to blend the traditional way of showing artefacts in museums with
a digital presentation that is both elegant and inviting but not obtrusive. See and
try it for yourself at Metabotnik.com

Ideas in the social sciences and humanities

SAGA High Dosage Math Tutoring for At‐Risk
Secondary School Students
Children 12 years of age often enter the lowest pre‐vocational tracks in Dutch
secondary education 4 or more years behind grade level. It is all too easy to assume that it’s too late to help these young people, and that they will never thrive
either in school or in worlds of work.
A genuinely innovative approach to high dosage math tutoring, which has proven
remarably effective in the U.S., challenges these assumptions. This tutoring approach will soon be implemented at a VMBO in Amsterdam New West. It promises to reveal untapped wellsprings of talent hidden from view in many schools
across the Netherlands.
The key is providing students who have fallen behind in math a substantial dose
of individualized instruction in a tutorial setting – for one hour every day –,
during an entire school year. Bowen Paulle (UvA) will be heading the team evaluating this intervention which could have implications for countless businesses in
Amsterdam and beyond.

Paul Dijstelberge, Researcher
Faculty of Humanities, University of Amsterdam
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Bowen Paulle, Researcher,
Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, University of Amsterdam
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Queer Readings of the Hebrew Bible
Since the latter half of the twentieth century scholars have interpreted the
narratives about the triangle relationship of David to King Saul and his son
Jonathan in the Books of Samuel in a homoerotic way. Several sculptors and
painters from the Early Renaissance to the present time identify with the pederast Goliath who is wounded by the sight of David’s excellent beauty: for example,
Donatello and Caravaggio. Such works produce impressively homoerotic interpretations already prior and parallel to the scholarly interpretations of the 20th
and 21th century.

relation to contemporary conservative ideas of marriage, which are still
cemented through certain interpretations of the Genesis creation accounts,
whereby queer is understood in a general sense as against the dominant norm.
A queer reading of King David’s exposure while dancing during the transport of
the ark to Jerusalem in 2 Samuel 6 focuses on his erotic behaviour before G*d
which is extremely unusual, thus queer, for the readers back then and today and
remembers that G*d is on the side of persons like David. Queer interpretations
contribute to the goal altogether of enabling more queer (gay, lesbian, bisexual,
polyamorous etc.) ways of living today.

In my dissertation I apply
several ways of queer readings to
selected passages of the Hebrew
Bible, namely the legal texts
concerning male homoeroticism
(Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13) and
QUEER READINGS OF THE HEBREW BIBLE
cross‐dressing (Deut 22:5), the creation accounts (Genesis 1 and 2), the stories of
Sodom (Genesis 19:1‐28), Gibeah (Judges 19), Ham and Noah (Genesis 9:20‐25),
Saul, Goliath, David and Jonathan (Books of Samuel), as well as Ruth, Naomi and
Boaz (Book of Ruth).
Donatello, David

Simeon Solomon,
David and Jonathan

Philip Hermogenes Calderon, Ruth and Naomi

Since the latter half of the twentieth century scholars have interpreted the narratives
about the triangle relationship of David to King Saul and his son Jonathan in the Books of
Samuel in a homoerotic way. Several sculptors and painters from the Early Renaissance
to the present time identify with the pederast Goliath who is wounded by the sight of
Davidʼs excellent beauty: for example, Donatello and Caravaggio. Such works produce
impressively homoerotic interpretations already prior and parallel to the scholarly
interpretations of the 20th and 21th century. In my dissertation I apply several ways of
queer readings to selected passages of the Hebrew Bible, namely the legal texts
concerning male homoeroticism (Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13) and cross-dressing
(Deut 22:5), the creation accounts (Genesis 1 and 2), the stories of Sodom (Genesis
19:1-28), Gibeah (Judges 19), Ham and Noah (Genesis 9:20-25), Saul, Goliath, David
and Jonathan (Books of Samuel), as well as Ruth, Naomi and Boaz (Book of Ruth).
Furthermore I analyze the homoerotic Jewish interpretations of Joseph, the beautiful
young man in the Hebrew Bible: In Rabbinic Judaism, Joseph is described as an
effeminate youth whose behaviour does not correspond to gender norms at that time.
There is not one queer method to read biblical passages, but a great variety of queer
approaches that are grounded in certain interpretations of the term “queer”. For
example, the Song of Songs, Qohelet 4:9-12 and Ruth 1,16-17 can be interpreted today
as queer, biblical counter-texts in relation to contemporary conservative ideas of
marriage, which are still cemented through certain interpretations of the Genesis creation
accounts, whereby queer is understood in a general sense as “against the dominant
norm”. A queer reading of King Davidʼs exposure while dancing during the transport of
the ark to Jerusalem in 2 Samuel 6 focuses on his erotic behaviour before G*d which is
extremely unusual, thus queer, for the readers back then and today and remembers that
G*d is on the side of persons like David. Queer
interpretations contribute to the goal altogether of enabling
more queer (gay, lesbian, bisexual, polyamorous etc.) ways
of living today.

Furthermore I analyze the homoerotic Jewish interpretations of Joseph, the
beautiful young man in the Hebrew Bible: In Rabbinic Judaism, Joseph is
described as an effeminate youth whose behaviour does not correspond to
gender norms at that time. There is not one queer method to read biblical
passages, but a great variety of queer approaches that are grounded in certain
interpretations of the term queer. For example, theKARIN
SongHÜGEL
of Songs, Qohelet 4:9‐12
and Ruth 1,16‐17 can be interpreted today as queer, biblical counter‐texts in
University of Amsterdam
Faculty of Humanities
Religious Studies
Amsterdam School of Historical Studies
http://www.uva.nl/profile/k.hugel

Karin Hügel, Researcher
Faculty of Humanities, University of Amsterdam
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Scientist Wanted
Scientific discoveries done in the past are crucial for our daily lives and have a
large impact on our society. The relevance of this is acknowledged by the large
financial investments that are done by the Dutch government each year into
science. However, the visibility of researchers and the knowledge about their
work is disappointingly small compared to the impact of the scientific discoveries.
We believe this is mainly due to the fact that researchers who can enthusiastically
communicate about their research and people who are interested to give these
people a chance to present, have a hard time finding each other. To overcome
this challenge, we want to create an online platform where scientists can present
themselves and where organizations can find a scientist that fits their needs.

search engine, or just scroll through the profiles presented on the website.
We believe that by direct contact of scientists with their audience, this platform
can contribute to bringing science and society closer to each other. But even
more important, the platform is of benefit to scientists that like to communicate
to a general audience but had too little opportunities yet, as well as to organizers
for whom otherwise the threshold to invite a scientist would be too large.
We are three interdisciplinary neuroscientists with an interest in public outreach, who encountered the issue of finding the right scientist for the conference
we were organizing. We were surprised to find that no platform existed where
scientists present themselves in a clear manner. This led us to develop such a platform, in which easy access for both scientists and organizations should be the first
priority. We thus offer not only an easy‐access platform for organizations, but also
a springboard for scientists to develop their communication skills towards various
audiences.

The online platform will consist of public profiles of researchers including
keywords that describe their preferences, as well as short video s in which the
scientist presents him/herself. Event organizers can enter their preferences in a
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Amber Kerkhofs, Mirelle ter Veer,
Joshua Obermayer, Students
Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Amsterdam young adult twins: their lives 30
years later
Between 1985 and 1988 I saw a large group of twin families from Amsterdam
who were invited to take part in my PhD research project. I saw 160 identical and
fraternal twin pairs and their parents from Amsterdam and looked at their lifestyle (smoking, exercise), their educational profiles, their health (blood pressure,
lipid levels) and how they responded to stress. I would very much like to invite
this group back. The twins were adolescents and young adults (between 13 and
18 years old) when they took part in this project.
Almost 30 years later, I would like to invite them back and look at their developmental trajectories: what do their careers look like, how is their health, did they
stay in Amsterdam, did they have children themselves? With all these life outcomes, to what extent did genetic factors play a role and what other important
determinants can we identify?

Ideas in the social sciences and humanities

Thirty Questions on Radicalization:
An Augmented Reality Book
The aim of the proposed project, entitled Thirty Questions on Radicalization
(TQR) is to provide, by means of questions and answers, straight forward overviews (scientific and popular) on the phenomenon of radicalization among
youth (i.e. causes and manifestations) as well as possible preventive measures.
The final result of TQR will be an Augmented Reality Book (ARB): a printed book
with embedded video files which can be viewed by pointing a mobile device
(iPhones, iPads and high‐powered Android devices) to the relevant pages.

As a sample of how Aurasma technology will be implemented in practice, we are including below
(figure 1 ) a video recording featuring an interview with Professor Ruard Ganzevoort, Member of the
Dutch Senate and Dean at VU University Amsterdam.

Figure 1. Interview

Figure 2. QR Code
Please scan the enclosed QR Code (Figure 3) twice and
point your mobile phone at the colored figures. You can use
any QR scanner on mobile phone. The first time Aurasma
will be downloaded and the second time, it will subscribe
to the channel. Once you have Aurasma on your phone, it
would be enough to scan the QR code once.

Dorret Boomsma, Researcher,
Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Brainfloss
Recent research by LSVB shows that 50% of bachelor students within the Netherlands are currently or have recently been struggling with mental health issues.
This development is worrisome because our mental well‐being is the foundation
of all our abilities to perform, whether socially, academically or professionally.
Brainfloss, an initiative by Nadia Piet, is dedicated to improving mental health
amongst students. The purpose of this project is to design tangible and sustainable solutions that will allow us to integrate mental hygiene within higher
public education institutions. The design
brief focuses on aligning the needs of students, the limitations of the education
system, the states priorities and partners’
resources.
Current concepts need to be further validated and iterated to come to a final solution that can be thoroughly developed and
implemented. I hope to advance this project in collaboration with other stakeholders so that we may collectively manifest a
healthier, happier future.

Innovative ideas in life sciences
Response or no response, that’s the question!
Crohns disease (CD) is a chronic inflammatory disease, which affect the gastrointestinal tract and leads to substantial morbidity. Therapeutic intervention of CD,
but also other disorders involving a hypersensitive immune system, are usually
assessed as matter of trial and error. Assessing the right therapy takes for some
individual cases a long period time, resulting in a dramatic course of the disease
and high social and economic burden.
Recently we, Peter Henneman, geneticist and Anje te Velde, basic CD researcher, performed a pilot study in which we aimed to detect genome‐wide methylation patterns in peripheral blood from CD that may predict response to anti‐
TNF-treatment (adalimumab). Our analysis yielded nine potential epigenetic
biomarkers. To date we are setting up followup studies together with commercial and
pharmaceutical companies in order to develop in a short as possible period of
time a novel and cost‐effective epigenetic biomarker kit that enables prediction
of response to particular immunosuppressive agents/biologicals.
(A) Marker 1

(B) Marker 2

(C) Marker 3

(D) Marker 4

(E) Marker 5

(F) Marker 6

(G) Marker 7

(H) Marker 8

Legend to supplementary figures 1 A to H: Differential methylated positions (DMPs) between adalimumab responders and nonresponders at both T0 and T8 yielded 8 DMPs at a Benjamin-Hochberg adjusted α of 0.05. DMPs showed a average
methylation difference of at least a 10%, the largest effect size observed was a methylation difference of 41% (E). X-axis,
classification of responders and non-responders at time point 0 and 8 weeks. Y-axis, DNA-methylation level expressed as
beta-values, i.e. 0-100% methylated.

Nadia Piet, Student,
Management, Finance en Recht, InHolland
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Peter Henneman, Researcher, Academic Medical Center Amsterdam
Anje te Velde, Researcher, Academic Medical Center Amsterdam
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Automated federated search technology to
improve evidence based healthcare
Decision making in health care should be evidence‐based. The body of evidence
is growing rapidly, but the way it is currently used is time‐consuming, inefficient,
and expensive. The resulting gap between evidence and practice impairs the
quality of care. The solution is an intelligent automated system for searching, selecting and appraising scientific publications, which we are currently developing.
Current situation

New Situation

Our team: dr. Martijn Stuiver,
associate professor at ACHIEVE
centre for applied research (Amsterdam University of Applied
Sciences), university lecturer
Evidence Based Medicine at the
AMC, and clinical epidemiologist
at the Antoni van Leeuwenhoek;
Edwin Geleijn, innovator and
physiotherapist at VU Medical Center; and Dr. ir. Djoerd Hiemstra, director of Searsia
and associate professor computer sciencesat the University of Twente, is looking to
establish a partnership with a company that has expertise, network and resources
to further develop the technology and to bring the service to the (inter‐)national
market.
Develop
multiple
searches..

Input single
clinical
query

> searching…
> selecting …
> initial grading…

A new dual-action medication to cause
double-trouble for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis is once again a threat to the world, especially due to the multi-drug
resistant species that have infected around 500.000 humans world-wide in 2015
only. Treatment options for these patients are limited and expensive, and more
dramatically, in some cases completely absent; clinicians have no cure for these
patients. Using high resolution microscopy techniques we discovered that upon
antibiotic treatment the DNA of Mycobacterium tuberculosis condenses into a
single clump (Figure 1).

Searching..

Selecting and
appraising..

Researcher spends many hours
searching, selecting and appraising
literature

Martijn Stuiver,
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences
Edwin Geleijn,
VU University Medical Center
Djoerd Hiemstra, University of Twente
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Appraising
..

Researcher or clinical expert
efficiently reviews a limited amount
of automatically pre-selected an
pre-appraised papers

Figure 1 Mycobacteria treated with antibiotics
relocate their DNA in a clump after antibiotics

Recovery from this condensed state turns out to be a not yet discovered weak
spot of the bacteria. Importantly, by using this weak spot we could influence survival of the bacteria dramatically. This is a whole new approach in antibiotic treatment for these pathogenic mycobacteria, and as also other bacteria condense
their DNA, the approach will be applicable for more pathogens. The dramatic effect on the tuberculosis survival is paralleled by the simplicity of the application.
We want to develop a tablet that will initially release the antibiotic in order to
condense the DNA of the bacteria, and subsequently release
the inhibitors affecting the recovery of the condensed state.
We want to collaborate with companies to find the optimal
combination and apply this new strategy in drug development
to treat patients as soon as possible.
Nicole van der Wel, Researcher,
Academic Medical Center Amsterdam
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Innovative ideas in the
Creative Sector
Many‐voiced wikipedia (aka wiki of plenty,
polywiki)
Many‐voiced wikipedia (aka wiki of plenty) is both a universal encyclopaedia and
universal library. It’s a free encyclopaedia everybody can write and nobody can
edit. It contains the entire works of humankind, from the beginning of recorded
history, in all language, available to all people, all the time.
Of course, it will start small, then upscale. It offers knowledge with a heart.
Human wisdom. And bare facts too.

Streetsmart cities? Streetsmart Academy!
24/7 streetwise e‐education and collaboration for public professionals
Professionals in urban cities have to deal with wicked problems. The idea
combines phd research on situated acting with the knowledge of specialist in India regarding simulation and gaming. Both focus on wicked problems. That makes
it inspiring. The idea is innovative because it bridges the world of citizen, public
professionals and private companies. Using social return on investment as a
booster to increase safety and skilling both professionals and increasing citizen
empowerment.

Irma Driessen, CMD Amsterdam (Hogeschool van Amsterdam), loves the web.
She dreams of a many‐voiced wikipedia. It’s possible. The time is now.

Irma Driessen, lecturer,
Digitale Media en Creative Industrie (FDMCI), University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam
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Artie Nalinidevi, Liesbeth Verkuyl,
Maatschappij en Recht (FMR),
University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam
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NadaR
NADAR is a combination of a simple to use app that enhances the cameras of the
iPad pro and other tablets by turning them into a 19th century camera, complete
with tripod and canopy.
The app will simulate all the features of a technical camera such als tilt and shift,
the matte glass and so on. A small booklet will describe the history of photography from it’s beginnings to the digital camera. NadaR will be fun to use, it will
make people more aware of both the world and their way of looking at it and it
will teach them a little history at the same time.

Paul Dijstelberge, Researcher,
Faculty of Humanities, University of Amsterdam
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Trade game (Hanzebordspel)
A prototype of a board game is developed aiming at illustrating the major
economic principles with respect to trade and cooperation to enhance welfare.
The essence of the game is that each player can either invest in its own human
and earning capital, or in trade relations with other players. In the latter case
income, and through that welfare depends partly on the welfare of other players.
The game is to be equilibrated – i.e. proper values for costs and rate of return
of various types of investments are to be established - so that in most cases a winning strategy is a mixture between autarkic investments in your own
economy – the nationalist strategy – and free ridership on welfare of others –
the full globalist strategy. Ultimately, the goal of the project is to create a digital
multiplayer game.

Frank den Butter, Researcher
Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Barataria, Educational Economic Games
Barataria aims to simulate simple economic systems in forms of real life games,
for both adults and children. On the one hand as an enjoyable and hands-on way
of doing economic education, and on the other hand in order to simulate and test
alternative economic systems for which no data from the real world is available.
Real-life games that simulate an economy have the potential to enliven economic education, and make it accessible
to a young age. Furthermore, we
are free to tweak any variable in
the game to test hypotheses about
economic policies that would be
unethical to test on real economies.
The first question I want to address is
whether demurrage has the potential to diminish harmful aspects of
capitalism.
The innovator behind this idea, Ellen
Maassen, looks at the economy with
the perspective of a computer scientist and designs games from her rich
experience as an educator.

Innovative ideas in the bèta and
technical domain
Eddy Lite
Art conservation is a growing concern, and many different techniques for inspecting art are being developed. However, there are surprisingly few ways to
efficiently inspect metal art
pieces.
That is why we are taking
steps to develop the Eddy
Lite: a device that can run
high‐resolution scans to inspect metal art pieces using
an automated mechanical
arm. These scans are performed using an electromagnet. This is called Eddy current testing (ECT) and is a non‐intrusive technique.
These scans can reveal damage and defects, in and below the surface of metal
objects. This information can then be used by art conservators to give art pieces
the best treatment.
Working on this idea are Samuel Gibbs, Rosalie Klarenberg and Sjoerd van der
Heijden, three Physics Master students from the VU and UvA. We hope that the
Eddy Lite will be able to aid in the conservation of art, so that future generations
can still enjoy the art we have today.

Ellen Maassen, Junior teacher, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Sjoerd van der Heijden, Samuel Gibbs
Rosalie Klarenberg, Students
Faculty of Science, University of Amsterdam
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Solar thermoelectric generator
Energy production, next to environmental care, are one of the most concerning
issues for society nowadays. The big challenge here is to find the most clean,
efficient and cheapest energy source. Most of the current technologies match
with one or two, but not all of these properties. Particularly solar energy is maybe
one of the cleanest energy sources, nevertheless its high price and low efficiency make it less competitive in the global
market.
Solar Collector Prototype
We propose to build a thermoelectric
generator powered by concentrated
solar radiation that could reach a quite
high efficiency with a relatively low
price.

Hole

Coil

Sun tracking

sensor
Mirror
What is the idea?
By means of a parabolic mirror the sun
light is concentrated in a small point
and made pass trough a small hole
into a big closed cavity keeping it inside. The radiant energy is transferred
Thermal Container
to a water flow, heating it as much as
possible. Then this hot water is used to
impulse a thermal engine witch ultimately can generate electric power. If properly
constructed, this system could offer the highest efficiency among all concentrated solar systems.

Adolfo Toloza, PhD in theoretical physics, and I am conducting a
postdoctoral research about gravity at the Faculty of Science
of the University of Amsterdam.
My main interest is science, though I am very concerned about the
issue of energy and environment, for this reason I would like to put
my skills and knowledge to the service of society and planet earth.
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Amsterdam Science Park
Amsterdam Science Park has one of the largest concentrations in
beta sciences in Europe and is a hub for research, innovation and
entrepreneurship because of its world class research institutes,
universities and more than 130 companies, from start-ups to multinationals. With over 10,000 students, scientists and entrepreneurs,
the park offers excellent opportunities for research and businesses in
ICT(infrastructure), Chemistry, Physics, Life Sciences, Advanced Instrumentation and Sustainability. Amsterdam Science Park is a joint development by the University of Amsterdam, the City of Amsterdam and
the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO).
www.amsterdamsciencepark.nl
Gemeente Amsterdam
The Amsterdam Metropolitan Area offers a unique business ecosystem
for international companies to set up business, and is already home to
2,700 established international companies and 1,100 startups.
With easy access to continental Europe and its leading airports
and seaports, a highly-educated workforce that excels at English, a
favorable tax regime, special facilities for expats, and the world’s fastest internet exchange, Amsterdam is a modern, safe, and surprisingly
affordable cosmopolitan capital.
www.amsterdam.nl
Sanquin
Sanquin handles the blood supply in the Netherlands on a not-forprofit basis, meeting the highest quality, safety and cost-effectiveness
standards. Sanquin is a centre of expertise in the field of blood and
conducts scientific and clinical research in the fields of transfusion
medicine, haematology and immunology. This knowledge is applied
to the development and manufacture of a variety of pharmaceutical
products, diagnostic tests and services.

NKI-AVL
The Netherlands Cancer Institute is at the international forefront of
cancer care and research for already more than a century. The unique
combination of health care and scientific research within the same institute offers great benefit for cancer patients. Specialized cancer care
professionals work together in multidisciplinary teams every day to set
up and carry out treatment plans tailored to the needs of individual
patients because no two tumors are alike. Cancer patients or people
suspected of having cancer can come to our hospital, known as the
Antoni van Leeuwenhoek, to make use of this personal approach and
the state-of-the-art research and treatment facilities. The research
institute employs more than 560 scientists investigating many aspects of cancer development, diagnosis, treatment and epidemiology.
Scientists at the Netherlands Cancer Institute have excess to stateof-the-art research facilities supporting their basic, translational and
clinical research. This scientific research could not be carried out without the institutional support of the Dutch Cancer Society, the Ministry
of Health, Welfare and Sport, the many research grants obtained by
our researchers from (inter)national funding agencies, and the generous donations made by individuals that support our research program.
The Netherlands Cancer Institute is the only OECI designated Comprehensive Cancer Center in the Netherlands.
www.nki.nl and www.avl.nl.

Rabobank Amsterdam
The Medici Desk of Rabobank Amsterdam specializes in 1st and 2nd
line healthcare and innovation in health care. As financier, knowledge
provider and network partner she actively encourages entrepreneurship and innovation.
https://www.rabobank.nl/lokale-bank/amsterdam/

www.sanquin.nl
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SURFsara
SURFsara bridges the gap between research and advanced ICT. They do
this with scientific research in their DNA and with extensive expertise in
high-performance infrastructure.
Thus we facilitate scientific research and we develop innovations for
business.
www.surf.nl

De Vries & Metman
De Vries & Metman is a leading patent attorneys’ office with accessible offices in Amsterdam, Eindhoven and Arnhem. With over 30
employees, including 18 patent attorneys, we service SMEs,
multinationals, start-ups and universities. We believe in the power of
personal contact and customization. Combining our technical expertise
and experience, combined with our commitment, we have a distinctive
position in our discipline.
www.dvme.nl

Equinix
Equinix connects the world’s leading businesses to their customers,
employees and partners inside the most interconnected data centers.
In 44 markets across five continents, Equinix is where companies come
together to realize new opportunities and accelerate their business, IT
and cloud strategies.
www.equinix.nl

Port of Amsterdam
The Amsterdam port region is one of the world’s most important logistics hubs. With more than 97 million tonnes of cargo transhipment per
year, it belongs to the five largest seaports of Western Europe’s. The
strategic and central location in Europe makes the port easy to access
and ensures excellent connections with all major European markets.
Port of Amsterdam develops, operates and manages the Amsterdam
port region. It also promotes sustainable economic development in the
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. Port of Amsterdam wants to create
economic and social value while developing the port of Amsterdam into
a sustainable and innovative port.
Port of Amsterdam focusses on the following innovative topics:
biobased and circulair economy
energy transition and sustainable non-fossil energy sources
transport, logistics and operational excellence
digitalization of ports and IoT solutions.
www.portofamsterdam.com
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